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ABSTRACT 
Construction of phylogenetic trees from observations is a fundamental 
challenge in both evolutionary biology and evolutionary linguistics. Here we 
approach the problem from a new perspective by adopting algebraic invariants 
associated with topological structures of phylogenetic trees.  Our key 
development is based on machine learning to optimize the power of 
phylogenetic invariants for the construction of phylogenetic tree quartets, the 
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building blocks of general evolutionary trees. Phylogenetic invariants are 
polynomials in the joint probabilities which vanish under a model of evolution 
on a phylogenetic tree. We give algorithms for selecting a good set of 
invariants and for learning a metric on this set of invariants which optimally 
distinguishes the different models. Our learning algorithms involve linear and 
semidefinite programming on data simulated over a wide range of parameters. 
We provide extensive tests of the learned metrics on simulated data from 
phylogenetic trees with four leaves under the Jukes-Cantor and Kimura 
3-parameter models of DNA evolution. Our method greatly improves other 
uses of invariants and is competitive with or better than the 
popular neighbor-joining method. In particular, we obtain metrics trained on 
trees with short internal branches which perform much better than neighbor 
joining on this region of parameter space. These results exhibit potential 
advantages of applying the new methodology to evolutionary linguistics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Evolution is the change in the inherited characteristics of biological 
populations, or taxonomic groups (taxa), over successive generations 
(Hall and Hallgrìmsson 2008). Evolutionary processes occur at every level 
of biological organization, including species, individual organisms and 
molecules, such as DNA and proteins. Language, as a behavior, has been 
studied from an evolutionary point of view at least since August 
Schleicher (1869) who showed the relations among Indo-European 
languages by drawing an evolutionary tree (Saitou and Nei 1987; Wang 
2010). Cavalli-Sforza et al (1988) drew a diagram of the populations of 
the world, where a tree based on genes is compared against a tree based 
on languages. Evolutionary linguistics, in spite of the absence of a fossil 
record, benefits greatly from mapping the linguistic data to evolutionary 
or phylogenetic trees. In such trees, each leaf node represents an existing 
language, a branching node sheds light on some ancestral but extinct 
languages, and lengths of branches correspond to elapsed time. 
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structures that serve them – to the cooperative computation (competition 
and cooperation of diverse patterns of activity) of “schemas” or neural 
networks that underlie them. 

We pursue a neuroinformatics and neural modeling strategy: 

 Develop a database on macaque and ape brain regions which 
are possible homologues of human brain areas relevant to 
language, and add data on the connectivity of these areas in 
each species (Arbib & Bota 2006);  

 Develop further models, rooted in detailed macaque 
neurophysiology and neuroanatomy, of the mirror neuron 
system and other brain regions involved in sequential behavior 
in the macaque;  

 Extend these to models of the ape or human circuitry to see 
what needs to change to support observed behaviors. 

We may study data on communication, both in macaques (last 
common ancestor, LCA-m, 25 million years ago) and on chimpanzees 
(LCA-c, 5-7 million years ago), to gain data that might give relevant 
insights (Arbib et al 2008). 

Monkey alarm calls: The leopard alarm call for vervet monkeys 
(Seyfarth et al 1980) might be paraphrased as “There is a leopard nearby. 
Danger! Danger! Run up a tree to escape,” but the monkey has no access 
to equivalents of any of these words. Moreover, the motor pattern for the 
alarm call is innate. Such data support the view that the LCA-m ancestral 
communication system combines a limited set of species-specific calls as 
well as a limited set of oro-facial gestures expressive of emotion and 
related social indicators – with both sets being innate. 

Apes gesture as well as vocalize and at least some gestures in apes 
appear to be specific to one group rather than another, though there is 
debate concerning the latter claim (Halina et al 2013, Hobaiter & Byrne 
2011). Anyway, we posit that the LCA-c ancestral communication system 
may offer a gestural opening for language evolution: a limited set of 
species-specific calls still combine with a limited set of manual and oro-
facial gestures, but we are now sure the latter are products of social 
innovation. We stress, however, that in apes (and presumably in LCA-c) 
combinatorial properties for openness of communication are still absent. 
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Language is multi-modal: Human speech is accompanied by 
manual and facial co-speech gestures; co-speech gestures are even 
produced by blind persons talking to each other – highlighting the 
ancestral link between hand and language. Co-speech gestures are to be 
distinguished from the signs which form the elements of the signed 
languages (such as American Sign Language, ASL) employed by deaf 
communities – but the latter are fully expressive human languages. The 
key point is that the brain mechanisms that support language do not 
especially privilege auditory input and vocal output. Our key question is 
then: How did a capacity for multimodal language evolve? 

We define language-readiness as the capacity to acquire and use 
language and claim that having a “language-ready” brain does not imply 
“having language.” Biological Evolution provides the processes of 
genetic selection that gave modern humans a language-ready brain but we 
claim that it was Cultural Evolution, processes of non-biological, social 
selection, whereby our ancestors came to have a variety of languages as 
distinct from a protolanguage in the sense of a system of communication 
intermediate between ape-like vocal and gestural communication and 
human language. (This is distinct from the notion of protolanguage as the 
ancestral language for a language family posited in historical linguistics). 

We posit that early Homo sapiens , and at least their proximate ancestral 
hominids, has “early protolanguages,” and that cultural evolution in Homo
sapiens yielded a spectrum of increasing complexity, so that complex 
protolanguages became early languages perhaps 100,000 years ago (Arbib 
2008). In this process, symbols become words in the modern sense, while 
syntactic and semantic structures co-evolved to support an increasingly 
compositional semantics (with recursivity as an automatic corollary of the 
expression of meaning concerning hierarchical structures). Verb tenses or other 
circumlocutions arose to express the ability to recall past events or imagine 
future ones. And these emerging languages had to be learnable: a human 
language must contain a significant subset of symbolic structures learnable by 
most human children. 

Much of this remains conjectural. There is no single key to the 
evolution of language. Rather, there are many pieces of a jigsaw puzzle to 
be discovered and fitted together, and this requires insights from many 
subdisciplines, including: 
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Figure 1 Upper diagram: Schleicher's (1869) Indo-European language tree; Lower 
diagram: Cavalli-Sforza's (1988) genetic tree compared with the linguistic tree. 
 

To construct a tree in molecular evolution, one starts from a set of 
aligned sequences, which may be replaced by aligned features in language 
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用于演化树代数不变量的度量结构学习— 

构造进化树的一种代数方法 

Nicholas Eriksson 姚远

斯坦福大学 斯坦福大学；北京大学 

 
提要 
从观测数据中构建演化树是生命演化和进化语言学的一个基础问题。本

文试图从一个新角度来研究这个问题，即通过演化树的代数不变量来重

建演化树的拓扑结构。我们关键的新发展是基于机器学习来优化选择演

化树的代数不变量，针对四元演化树发展了一种新的构造方法。演化树

代数不变量是指关于联合分布的一种特殊的代数多项式，其在树上的演

化模型下恒等于零。本文主要贡献在于发展了一类算法，用于选择一组

更好区分不同演化树模型拓扑结构的代数不变量以及相应的度量结构。

我们的算法基于给定演化模型下的广泛参数变化而产生的仿真数据，采

用线性规划和半正定规划来学习。文中对于 DNA 演化的 Jukes-Cantor 

模型和 Kimura 三参数模型进行了广泛的仿真试验测试。试验表明：本

文方法整体上同目前广泛使用的 Neighbor－Joining 算法相比，具有相

似或者更好的性能；特别是对于四元树具有较短内部分支的Felsenstein 

参数区，本文方法远远超过后者的性能。这些结果展示了将我们的新方

法应用于进化语言学研究时可能具有的优势。 
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